BIG OIL AND GAS BUYING INFLUENCE IN BRUSSELS

WITH MONEY AND MEETINGS, SUBSIDIES AND SPONSORSHIPS, THE OIL AND GAS LOBBY IS FUELLING THE CLIMATE DISASTER

#FOSSILFREEPOLITICS
Since 2010, just five oil and gas corporations and their fossil fuel lobby groups have spent at least a quarter of a billion euros buying influence at the heart of European decision-making. It’s part of a decades-long strategy by fossil fuel lobbyists of denying widely-accepted science, and trying to delay, weaken, and sabotage climate action – despite knowing their business heats the planet and destroys communities.

This briefing exposes not just the hundreds of millions these oil and gas majors have spent on lobbying the EU, but the wide variety of underhand tactics they’ve used to successfully water down effective climate legislation.

To really tackle the climate emergency, and ensure that climate and energy policy is conducted entirely in the public interest, we must cut fossil fuels out of our politics.
PART 1: MONEY AND MEETINGS FUELLING CLIMATE CRISIS

BIG OIL AND GAS SPENT MILLIONS LOBBYING THE EU

The world’s five biggest publicly-traded oil and gas companies - and their Brussels-based fossil fuel lobby groups - have declared spending of over a quarter of a billion euros since 2010 on lobbying the EU, including to delay, weaken, and sabotage climate action.

BP, Chevron, ExxonMobil, Shell and Total, which together were responsible for 7.4% of all global greenhouse gas emissions between 1988 and 2015, declared spending €123.3 million on lobbying the EU between 2010 and 2018. Their 13 fossil fuel-related lobby groups declared an additional €128 million.

Since 2010, critically important climate and energy laws in Brussels and beyond have been watered down and weakened in line with industry demands. The EU’s 2030 climate targets were agreed with no binding energy savings target and a woefully inadequate renewable energy target, while fossil gas is at the heart of the continent’s 2050 long-term strategy. The international Paris agreement, meanwhile, makes not a single mention of fossil fuels, but opens the door to several of the industry’s favourite false solutions, like carbon capture and storage.

The insidious influence of the fossil fuel lobby is aided by its substantial spending power, of which this paper reveals only the tip of the iceberg. This pays for a wide variety of tactics, from sponsoring the climate talks to exploiting the revolving door between public office and the private sector (see Part 2). The very involvement of the fossil fuel lobby in decision making represents a colossal conflict of interest, which needs to be ended immediately.

THERE IS A FUNDAMENTAL CONFLICT BETWEEN THE INDUSTRY’S PROFITS, WHICH RELY ON EXPLOITING THEIR OIL AND GAS RESERVES, AND OUR NEED TO KEEP GLOBAL TEMPERATURE RISE BELOW 1.5 DEGREES.

In 2018, the top five oil and gas companies made profits of over US$82 billion, while their chief executives pocketed nearly US$80 million. ExxonMobil – which knew about climate change in the 1960s, then spent decades discrediting evidence, slandering scientists, and undermining climate policies to protect its profits – paid its CEO US$18.8 million. Shell, which is responsible for over 50 years of ecological devastation and human rights abuses in the Niger Delta, paid its CEO US$23 million.

Fossil fuel lobbying peaks at key times when legislation is being drawn up, usually over several years. The top five and their trade associations had particularly high lobby spending in 2014 (see Graphic 3 on page 6), as the EU was agreeing its 2030 climate and energy targets. That year the top five and their lobby groups declared spending €34.3 million on influencing the EU. The targets proposed were far from what is required to keep within 1.5 degrees of climate heating or deliver Europe’s fair share of its climate responsibility, thanks to the influence of the fossil fuel lobby.

MONEY SPENT TO INFLUENCE EU DECISION-MAKING

TOP 5 OIL & GAS MAJORS 49% €251.3 MILLION
THEIR LOBBY GROUPS 51%
Declared annual EU lobby spending of Shell, BP, Total, ExxonMobil and Chevron and their fossil fuel lobby groups.
Access to EU climate and energy decision making is a big deal for these companies: the top five and their associations currently declare employing 200 lobbyists. And oil and gas industry lobby groups play a key role in amplifying industry messages and getting them to decision makers.

Since 2014, the top five oil and gas companies and their trade associations have had 327 official meetings with European Commissioners, their cabinets and Director Generals. That’s more than one a week.

The Commissioners (together with their cabinets) holding most meetings with them were:
- Energy and Climate Action Commissioner Miguel Arias Cañete and/or his cabinet: 51 meetings,
- Energy Union Commissioner Maroš Šefčovič and/or his cabinet: 44 meetings,
- Internal Market and Industry Commissioner Elżbieta Bieńkowska and/or her cabinet: 20 meetings,
- First Vice-President for Better Regulation Frans Timmermans and/or his cabinet: 13 meetings.

Meanwhile, the Director-General for Energy, Dominique Ristori, had 54 meetings.

The total lobby spend during the Juncker Commission (2014-2019) of the top five and their trade associations was €162.9 million.

The lobby group with the biggest budget, with a declared €75 million spent on influencing the EU since 2010, is the petrochemicals industry trade association CEFIC. The top five are all members of CEFIC, which has a long track record of climate-destructive lobbying, including lobbying in favour of fracking and to open Europe’s doors to US shale gas.

FuelsEurope, the “voice of the European petroleum refining industry”, has declared spending of over €13 million lobbying the EU since 2010. When FuelsEurope member ExxonMobil was under threat of losing its EU parliamentary access badges due to its history of climate denial and refusal to attend a hearing, the lobby group wrote to MEPs with thinly-veiled threats. It suggested that revoking Exxon’s badges could lead to job losses and dry up low-carbon energy investments by FuelsEurope’s members.
The fossil fuel industry's damaging influence on our democratic decision-making comes not only from its money and meetings, nor occurs solely in Brussels. The following examples reveal how its lobbying tactics and close ties to decision-makers have been devastatingly effective at sabotaging and misdirecting climate action at the national, EU, and international levels.

France’s Hulot law neutered by oil lobby

In 2017, France’s then-environment minister Nicolas Hulot announced a bill “to put an end to hydrocarbons in France”. The first draft of the law set out a progressive phase-out of fossil fuel extraction by banning the renewal of exploitation permits: some oil and gas projects would have ended as soon as 2021, and only a few would still have existed by 2030.

However, documents obtained by Friends of the Earth France reveal how Big Oil derailed and fatally weakened the bill. A private law firm representing oil company Vermilion complained to the Council of State, a high-level institution that advises the government. The lobby firm said the law would affect Vermilion’s “legitimate expectations” of profit, and threatened to sue the state using secret corporate courts enshrined in trade and investment treaties (ISDS or investor state dispute settlement). The Council of State sided with the “rights and freedoms” of the private sector over the public interest. Following its opinion, the government removed all the most ambitious measures from the text.

Then, during the two months of legislative debate, industry lobbies managed to weaken the law even further, with the final version allowing exploitation permits under certain circumstances to be renewed after the 2040 deadline. And, once the new law was passed, Hulot signed even more permits than his predecessor. When he resigned a year later, he cited “the presence of lobby groups in the circles of power”.

Revolving door amplifies fossil fuel voice

Leaving the European Parliament after 15 years as a member, Chris Davies set up a lobbying consultancy in 2014. Hiring an ex-MEP can open doors and provide invaluable expertise, a fact clearly understood by Davies, whose consultancy traded on his experience “shaping” EU climate and energy laws and as “the leading political voice calling for action to promote adoption of carbon capture and storage (CCS) technology”.

This risky, costly and tentative technology is promoted by the fossil fuel industry, as it would theoretically capture and bury the emissions released from burning their product, rather than leaving fossil fuels in the ground in the first place. Yet even they admit it won’t be commercially viable before 2030 – too late for urgent decarbonisation action needed within ten years.

Davies was closely backed by the industry: he co-drafted amendments with Shell and BP, and bragged of “blackmailing” the European Commission to secure public subsidies for CCS demonstration projects (which were ultimately a costly failure). As a consultant, he was hired by lobby firm Fleishman Hillard, whose clients have included fossil fuel lobbies, including Shell and BP, that worked with Davies when an MEP.

Davies was re-elected MEP in 2019, at a time when his LinkedIn profile stated he is “working now to establish a European CCS advocacy group in Brussels”. What better position from which to do so than inside the European Parliament? Within months ads by lobby group GasNaturally appeared on Brussels’ metro, featuring Chris Davies MEP insisting on behalf of fossil fuel companies that CCS is “critical for tackling the climate crisis”. 

Revolving doors between fossil fuel companies and decision makers are another way the industry pollutes our politics.
Gas industry has too much power over subsidies

The €30.4 billion Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) is intended to improve cross-border infrastructure in Europe, with €5.35 billion earmarked for energy projects. Tackling climate change is one of CEF’s objectives, yet it is subsidising fossil gas infrastructure: over €1.6 billion has gone on gas projects since 2014 when we know that any additional infrastructure will lock us into a fossil fuel future. This is thanks to the key role the gas industry has in deciding which gas infrastructure gets built and publicly funded.

The EU itself created its own in-house gas lobby group, the European Network of Transmission System Operators for Gas (ENTSO-G). The group is tasked with predicting future gas demand (which it consistently overestimates), and then proposes infrastructure to meet the inflated demand. ENTSO-G’s members, which include Europe’s biggest gas pipeline builders and operators, then build the majority of the proposed projects, while receiving public money and political support to do so.

This conflict of interest is costing the planet dearly, locking-in gas infrastructure for decades to come. Despite the industry’s spin, gas is not ‘clean’ or a bridge to renewables, it is a climate-wrecking fossil fuel that needs to stay in the ground.

Fossil fuel corporations sponsoring the climate talks

The international climate talks, hosted by the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), are repeatedly sponsored by fossil fuel companies. In 2018, COP24 took place in Katowice, Poland, where sponsors included Poland’s biggest oil company LOTOS (which plans to expand its Arctic drilling), its leading gas company PGNiG (which plans to increase fracking and imports of US shale gas) and its largest power producer PGE (whose dirty coal plants were responsible for an estimated 1,180 premature deaths in 2016 alone).

These companies – whose core business models depend on coal, oil and gas, and are therefore in irreconcilable conflict with the objectives of the Paris Agreement – get a platform to pretend they’re part of the solution, as well as top-level access to climate decision making.

Climate-trashing corporations, whose business model is killing our future, keep being welcomed as partners in solving a climate crisis they profit from, despite having lobbied to delay, weaken, and sabotage climate action from day one. And the legitimacy lent to fossil fuel companies by sponsoring UN Climate talks has the added danger of making politicians more receptive to the false solutions they promote.

BusinessEurope, a vehicle for fossil fuel lobbies

A memo leaked in 2018 exposed the fact that Brussels’ most influential big business lobby group, BusinessEurope, was promoting to its members various lobby strategies to oppose, delay or deflect the EU’s plans to increase the ambition of its greenhouse gas emission reduction targets. These strategies were clearly intended to hamper climate action that could dent its members’ profits. BusinessEurope’s Corporate Advisory and Support Group includes BP, ExxonMobil, Shell and Total, as well as EDF, Engie, ENI, Equinor, Lukoil, OMV and Repsol.

BusinessEurope may not be a fossil fuel trade association or fossil fuel lobby group, per se, and its colossal lobby spending figures are not included in the spending calculations above, but there is no doubt it lobbies in the fossil fuel industry’s interests. Since this insight into its climate-wrecking intentions, BusinessEurope has had 21 top-level meetings with the Commission, including to discuss “energy policy” and “sustainability.”
CONCLUSION:
WE NEED FOSSIL FREE POLITICS NOW

The fossil fuel industry has been fighting climate action for decades. Its influence in Brussels as well as elsewhere is extensive, well-funded, and is being used to protect the industry's business model and profits.

This report exposes merely the tip of the iceberg (see ‘Methodology’ box on page 16), and we know that the world's top five publicly-traded oil and gas companies also spend hundreds of millions on advertising, fancy press and stakeholder trips, sponsorship of climate-related events and other activities to push their agenda.

These corporate lobbying tactics have been devastatingly effective, with EU climate action falling far short of what’s needed. At the same time, the EU has defended the fossil fuel industry’s participation in the UN climate talks, where its presence allows it to continue to push false solutions that protect profits but risk climate breakdown. Yet there is a fundamental conflict between the industry’s interests and the public interest – between their core business and a world that prevents climate breakdown by keeping global temperature rise below 1.5 degrees celsius.

We’re facing a climate emergency, and as our governments take decisions to try to halt climate chaos, fix our energy system, and protect people and planet, we can no longer afford to let the fossil fuel industry use its access and influence to subvert, delay or weaken action.

Institute a firewall to end fossil fuel industry access to decision making: no lobby meetings; no seats in expert and advisory bodies; no role in governmental research bodies.

Avoid conflicts of interest of decision-makers: no revolving door between public office and the fossil fuel industry; no industry side jobs or placements; no hiring of industry consultants.

End preferential treatment of the fossil fuel industry: no involvement in climate negotiations; no place on government delegations to international negotiations or trade missions; no more subsidies or incentives.

Reject partnerships with the fossil fuel industry: no sponsorships or partnerships; no sharing platforms with industry representatives; no hosting or attending industry events; no party or candidate donations.
The lobby spending figures found in this briefing are only the tip of the iceberg. The fossil fuel industry as a whole is much bigger than the ‘top five’ largest stock market-listed oil and gas companies that we look at, along with the thirteen fossil fuel-based industry lobby groups they’re members of. Nor do we include the cross-sectoral business lobby groups that the top five belong to, even though, for example, BusinessEurope lobbies on behalf of its fossil fuel members (see Box on page 13). Nor do these figures touch on the millions being spent on misleading climate-related branding or advertising.

What’s more, these lobby spending figures are based on those declared in the EU’s voluntary Transparency Register. In the period since 2010, this voluntary lobby register has been plagued by absences, omissions and unrealistically low declarations, thanks to a lack of monitoring, verification or sanctions.

Thus, not all organisations included in our spending figures had joined the register in 2010, 2011 or 2012, with a couple not joining till 2015 - but this does not mean they weren’t lobbying. Others simply fail to provide declarations of their lobby expenditures for certain years, even after they’ve signed up: ExxonMobil, for example, did not declare its lobby spend for 2015, though it spent nearly €5 million in the years before and after. That’s why full compliance and real transparency will only come with a legally-binding lobby register.

The data on high level lobby meetings is pulled from the European Commission’s public record. Since 2014, Members of the European Commission, their cabinets and Director-General of the European Commission cannot meet lobbyists that are not registered in the Transparency Register. They also have the obligation to publicly declare those meetings on the European Commission’s website.

Further methodological details can be found in the references online.
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